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ABSTRACT 

The optimal diversity-multiplexing tradeoff (DMT) has provided a comprehensive view for 

multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems with multiple transmit and receive antennas. 

It is widely used as a benchmark to evaluate different space-time schemes in high signal-to- 

noise ration (SNR) regime. However, previous results depend on the assumption of independent 

and identical distributed (i.i.d) Rayleigh fading while practical channel models may be more 

complicated. In this thesis, we investigate for a family of MIMO fading channels the optimal 

DMT ,which is characterized. by the near zero and near infinity behaviors of its bounded 

probability density function (pdf). We believe this family is quite general since it includes i.i.d 

Rayleigh as well as many other known models as special cases. The progress we have made is 

built upon our analysis of the probability of the outage set. We find the relation between the 

parameters of a channel model and the probability of the dominant events in the outage set in 

high SNR regime. Two different methods are used to obtain the asymptotic outage probability 

for low and high multiplexing gains. Based on the outage result, we show that optimal DMT 

can be characterized exactly in a simple piece-wise linear function given long enough channel 

coherent length while we only provide lower and upper bounds for the optimal DMT when the 

channel coherent length is short. In the extension section, we consider the effect of correlation 

on optimal DMT given that the transmit correlation and receive correlation are separable. We 

also discuss the effect of non-zero-mean channel and derive the optimal DMT result for some 

specific fading types added with a determinant channel mean. 
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction. 

1.1 Literature Review 

Recently multiple antenna system has received intense research attention for its potential to 

combat fading environment. Multiple antennas at both transmitter and receiver ends increase 

the number of fading paths. The receiver can obtain multiple replicas of one information 

symbol for detection and therefore the detection error probability is decreased. On the other 

hand, we cold use the extra degrees of freedom brought by the multiple fading paths to 

transmit independent information streams to increase the transmission bit rate of the system. 

In high signal-to-noise ration (SNR} regime, the error probability is quantized by diversity 

gain, i.e. limSNR—goo — log Pe/ log SNR. The maximum transmission rate of the system is given 

by the ergodic capacity of the MIMo channel. 

While traditional design focused on maximizing either the diversity gain or the transmission 

rate, Zheng and Tse gave a novel asymptotic view of MIMO systems in their seminal work [1] by 

considering them jointly. Their result is essentially the tradeoff between the error probability 

and the transmission rate of a MIOM system. From a DMT's point of view, we can say a 

scheme has a spatial multiplexing gain r and a diversity advantage d, if the rate of the scheme 

scales like r log SNR and the average error probability decays like 1/SNR—~. A remarkable 

result of the paper is the characterization of the optimal DMT for a MIMO systems with n~ 

transmit antennas and nR receive antennas under i.i.d Rayleigh fading. It was proved that the 

optimal diversity gain d (r) given. the system operates with a multiplexing gain r is a simple 

piecewise linear function [1, Fig. 1] shown in Fig 1.1 here. 

Following .similar ideas, optimal tradeoff curves have been calculated in different scenarios 

. For example, the DMT for the non-coherent MIMO channel is considered in [2] . The tradeoff 
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Figure 1.1 Diversity and Multiplexing Tradeoff for i.i.d Rayleigh Fading 

result in multiple-access channels is obtained in [3]. In [4], the authors derived the DMT for 

cooperative wireless systems. the DMT result for multiaccess relay channel is provided in 

[5]. To determine which point of the optimal DMT curve a MIMO system should operate 

on, the author of [6] considered an additional end-to-end distortion constraint. The MIMO 

ARQ Channel is studied from a D1VIT point of view in [7]. Inner bounds and outer bounds are 

derived for the tradeoff of a 2-by-2 broadcast/multiple access channels [8]. 

Popular schemes such as Alamouti, V-BLAST and D-BLAST axe evaluated using diversity 

and multiplexing tradeoff as a metric in [1]. This kind of tradeoff has been serving as a 

new performance benchmark to compare existing schemes and evaluate new ones [3, 9, 10]. 

Meanwhile, the lack of optimality of mangy existing schemes inspires the design of new MIMO 

schemes that achieve the optimal tradeofF curve [11]. 

1.2 Motivation 

Previous works [1] etc. employed the assumption of i.i.d Rayleigh fading condition to 

derive the optimal DMT result. In practical MIMO communication scenarios, there exist many 
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channel conditions that cannot be accurately modeled by Rayleigh fading. For example, the 

line-of--sight micro-cellular communication channels can be modelled by the Rician distribution 

[12, 13, 14] . A large number of indoor and outdoor mobile communication channels have 

been shown to be .matched with the Nakagami-m distribution [15, 12, 13, 14] . The Weibull 

distribution also has gained popularity as a versatile channel model for both indoor and outdoor 

digital communications [16, 17, 18, 19] . Furthermore, due to the size-limitation at the transmit 

and/or receive antenna arrays the fading correlation arises [20], which substantially affects the 

achievable performance of MIMO and space-time coded systems [21, 22, 23] . Therefore, it is of 

theoretical interest and practical importance to develop a technique to enable the calculation 

of optimal DMT in general fading channel cases. 

The various fading types discussed above motivate us to investigate the DMT problem in a 

general fading channel condition, which includes Rayleigh, Rician, Nakagami-m, Weibull and 

Nakagami-q fading distributions ,and to quantify the effects of correlation, among the MIMO 

channel elements and the non-zero channel mean. 

1.3 Thesis Outline 

In Chapter 2, we first introduce the MIMO system model and review some definitions such 

as scheme, diversity gain, multiplexing gain and others made by Zheng and Tse in [1] . We 

define the regular fading conditions, which the MIMO channel we study satisfies. We also give 

examples of existing channel models that meet the regular fading conditions. Next, a brief 

mathematical prerequisite on random matrix is provided, followed by our discussion on outage 

diversity. We review the concept of outage and the technique that is used to obtain asymptotic 

result in [1] . Next several simplifications are made for the derivation of outage probability. We 

give two heuristic calculations for small multiplexing gain case (r C 1}and large. multiplexing 

case (r > 1) to provide some intuitive explanation. We use the outage probability as an lower 

bound on the detection error probability and construct an upper bound using i.i.d Gaussain. 

ensemble as the input codebook. Based on the coherent block length of the channel, we give 

either exact optimal DMT curve or lower and upper bounds for general fading. At the end of 
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the chapter, ~we illustrate the difference between our new result and the previous i.i.d Rayleigh 

result. 

In Chapter 3, the optimal DMT result obtained in Chapter 2 is extended to an even more 

general scenario. First, we show that Nakagami-q can be included in our general model. Next, 

the effect of channel. correlations are discussed. We also consider the effect and non-zero mean 

and provide an explicit optimal DMT for some existing channel models. The joint effect of 

channel mean and channel correlation is investigated at the end of the chapter and an explicit 

optimal DMT result is summarized in a corollary. 

We make the conclusions in Chapter 4 and summarize the contributions of this thesis. 

The result in this thesis is -also reported in [28] and [29] 

1.4 Notations 

Bold faced letters denote random variables, vectors, or matrices; plain letters denote the 

corresponding realizations or constants; I„2 denotes m x m identity matrix; superscripts (•)*, 

(•)T, and (•)l denote scalar complex conjugate, vector and matrix transpose and conjugate 

transpose, respectively. ~ ~ • ~ (F denotes the Frobenius norm. Unless otherwise indicated, the 

(i, j) th entry of a matrix H is denoted by h2~ or [I~] z~ . 

We also list two tables for convenience of reading this thesis: 

DMT 
pdf 

MIMO 
SNR 
i.1. . 

diversity-multiplexing tradeoff 
probability density function 

multiple-input multiple-output 
signal-to-noise ratio 

independent and identical distributed 

Table 1.1 Abbreviation Table. 



X 
H 
W 
p 
nT
n~ 
l 
~Z 

cx2 
r 

d*(r} 
dout~r) 

transmitted codeword 
channel matrix 

additive white Gaussian noise 
normalized transmit power 

number of transmit antennas 
number of receive antennas 

channel coherent block length 
the ith ordered eigenvalue of HHt or Ht H 

~~1 ? • • • ~ Amin{nT,n~} 
a 2 = — log a 2 /log p 
multiplexing gain 

the supreme of all the scheme achieving r 
outage diversity for .multiplexing gain r 

Table 1.2 Frequently used variables 
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. CHAPTER. 2. Diversity and Multiplexing Tradeoff .for Independent 

Fading Channels 

2.1 System Model 

We consider a wireless link with nT transmit and n~ receive antennas. The fading coefficient 

h2~ is the complex path gain from transmit antenna j to receive antenna i. We assume that the 

coefficients are independent random variables, and write H = [h2~ ] E C'~~ X n~ . More general 

cases will be explored in Section 3. His assumed to be known at the receiver, but unknown 

at the transmitter. We also assume that H remains constant within a block of l symbols, then 

the received data within one black can be written as 

Y = 
nT

where X E CnT"l is the transmitted codeword, the additive noise matrix W has independent 

circular symmetric complex Gaussian distributed entries w2~ ti C.J~(0,1 }, and p controls the 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) . 

We assume that d i, j, the pdf of channel h2~, i.e. ph2 . (h}, satisfies the following conditions 

1. near 0 behavior: ~ h ~ —~ 0, ph2 . (h) _ ~ (~ h ~t2j ), t2~ > 0 

2. near oo behavior: (h —} oo, p . . h) = O e—b2j ~h~a2~ , b2 ~ > 0 and ,C32 - > 0 

3. pJ22~ (h} is bounded by a constant K. 

We call channels that satisfy the above three conditions regular. This general model is valid 

for many frequently used fading channels, including complex Gaussian, whose amplitude fol-

lows Rayleigh or Rician distribution, as well as Nakagami-m (m > 1}, Weibull (r~ > 2}, and 

1 We use f (x) = O (g (x)) to mean there exits positive cl , c2, such that c1 g (x) < f (x) < c2g (x} and use 
f (x) = O (g(x)) to mean there exits positive c2 , such that f (x} < c2g(x) 



pdf t b ~ 
h~ 

Ra lei h y g l e- ~~ ~~ 0 ~ -~ ~ 2 
. Riclan 

1 ~h—E.c~~ 
0 1~ - ~ 2 ~~ e ~ 

Nakagami-m 
m mlhl2m-2 m~h~~ 

2m - 2 
m
~ - ~ 2 ~~m r (rn) e ~ 

Weibull '~~ ~' h '~-2e- ~ ~~ ~ ~'' ~ - 2 SZ- '~ - ~ rl 2~r I 
2 L 

~ 2 Nakagami-q (1+q2) (1 g4)I~I2 q2~ ~h~ 2~o 0 ~1~q2) 2 2~rq~ ( 4g2s~ )e 2~ ~ 

~ can be any positive number which makes parameter b > 0. 
For example, for Nakagami-m, ~ can be m/S212. 

Table 2.1 Pdf of different fading channels. 

Nakagami-q (0 < q ~ 1) with the assumption that the phase is uniformly distributed over 

[0, 2~r) and independent from the amplitude. The corresponding parameters t, b and ~3 are 

listed in Table 2.1. S2 is the channel variance, except for Weibull, for which case, the channel 

variance is S22I'(1-I- 2/r~), where I'(•) is the gamma function. 

Since H has independent elements, the pdf of H can be written as 

nR nT 

px(H) _ ~ ~ ph2~ ~~H~2~) X2.2) 
i=1j=1 

A codebook C of rate R with unit bits per channel use has ~C ~ = L2Rl~ codewords. {X (1), ..., X (~C~) }. 

We further assume a power constraint on the codebook C: 

1 ~~~ 
~ ~x~2~ I IF C nTl, (2.3) ICI i-1 

so that p in (2.1) is the average transmit power, regardless of the value of nT. 

The: following definitions were introduced in [l]: 

Definition 1: The symbol= denotes exponential equality, i.e., we write f (p) = pb to denote 

lim log f ~P~ = b, (2.4) v->oo log p 

and „ ~ are similarly defined. 

Definition 2: A scheme is a family of codes {C(p)} of block length 1, one at each transmit 

power level. R(p) is the rate of the code C(p) . 

2Notice that 1 < Io(x} _ ~°° 
(x/2~2~ 

< ~°° (x/2)k 2 
= ex.

~=o ~!~! ~=o ~►. 
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Definition 3: A scheme {C(p)} is said to achieve spatial multiplexing gain r and diversity 

gain d if the data rate R(p) and the average error probability P e(p) satisfy the following 

equalities, respectively, 

P ~ o gpp = r~ 

Pe~P) = P—d• 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

For each r, we define d*(r) as the supremum of the diversity gain achieved over all schemes. 

2.2 Mathematical Prerequisite on Random Matrices 

In this section, we present some important results on random matrices without proof. 

Interested readers can refer to [24] and [25~. 

For a nonsingular matrix H E Cmxn ~m ~ n) with pdf PH(H), there is a unique LQ 

factorization 

where L E Cmxm is upper-triangular with positive diagonal elements and Q E ~mxn with 

QQl = I?2. If H is random, the pdf of L can be written as 

m 

pL(L) = l Zn-2i-I-1 , pH(LQ)dQ~ (2.8) 
i = 1 vm,n 

where V,-,2,n is the complex Stiefel manifold, i.e., asub-manifold of m by n complex matrices 

Q such that QQt = I„2, and the dimension of v,-n,n is 2mn — m2. 

Let 

then the pdf of W is 

m 
-m 2i-2m-1 

lz2 pL(L) 
2= ~. LLB=W 

2- m) detW~n-m • J px(LR)dR 
Um,n LLB =W 

(2.10) 



Since H is nonsingular with probability one, W E C'n"'~12 has full rank of m. Thus, there is a 

unique eigenvalue decomposition of W as 

W = UdUt, (2.11) 

if we assume the diagonal elements. of 11 are ordered non-decreasingly and the first row of the , 

unitary matrix U is real and non-negative. Then, we have the pdf of 11 as 

pn(n) r2~lm lj~ai — a~~ 2 ' f~~,m pw(u~vf)dU. 
l i<j 

(2.12) 

The factor  2~ m comes from the fact that we assume the first row of U is non-negative and 

integrate U over the whole manifold Um,m 

We know that 

LLt = (Ud1~21 \U~1/2l t~ 

and L is unique for a given H, hence there is a unique unitary matrix Q 1 E Cm x m for the 

given H such that 

L = Ud1~2Q1. (2.13) 

Combining (2..10), (2.12) and (2.13), we obtain 

1 
~4~~m 

m 
~n—m 

2 
i=1 
m 

~n—m 
2 

i=1 

~~~i — ~j~2 ' / J 1~H1U~1/2R1Q~C~QCLU 

i<j JVm,,rro Urro,rc 

z<j Vm,m Um,n 

px(UA1~2Q)dQdU~ 

(2.14) 

the second equality follows from the fact that the measure defined by dQ is invariant under 

unitary transformations. 

2.3 outage Formulation 

Consider anon-ergodic fading channel model 

~2 
p  H~2 -}- w2, for 2 = 1, 2, .. . , oo, 
nT

(2.15) 
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where ~i E CnT , yi E CnR, and Zvi E Cn~ are the transmitted data, received data, and additive 

white Gaussian noise at time i. The channel matrix H is chosen randomly but is held fixed 

for all time. 

outage is defined as the event that the mutual information of this channel does not support 

a target data rate R [26] . Without loss of optimality, the .input distribution can be taken ~to 

be complex Gaussian with a covariance matrix Cxx, then 

I ~i; y ~ II = H =log det I n -{- p HCxxHf ( ZI ) R 
nT 

(2.16) 

Optimizing over all input distributions that satisfy the average power constraint, the outage 

probability is 

Pout R = inf P to det I n -}- p HC~xHt < R 2.17 ( ) g R ( ) Cxx >O,Tr(Cxx) <nT nT 

where the probability is taken over the random channel matrix H. It is shown in [1] that 

Pout (R~ = P [log det(InR -I- pHHt~ G R, . (2.18) 

We assume, without loss of generality, that nR ~ nT. This is because 

log det ~InR -I- p HHt~ =log det ~InT -I- p HtH~ . 
nT nT

hence, swapping nR and n~ has no effect on the mutual information, except a scaling factor 

of nT/nR on p, which can be ignored on the scale of interest. 

Since the .elements of H are independent, H has full rank of m with probability one. Let 

a 1 < a 2 < . . . < a nR be the nonzero eigenvalues of W, data rate be R = r log p (which means 

a multiplexing gain. r), vve have 

Pout ~~' log p~ = P [log det(InR -I- pHHt~ < R] _ 
nR 

~(1 + p~2) < 
z- 1 

Denotes ai = —log ai/ log p and a = [gel, . . . , cxn~]. It is shown in [1] that 

Pout (r log p) = P ~ (1 —
2 

pr 

i)+ < r = ~ p«(a)dcx, 3 (2.19). 
.a(r) 

3This = is rigorous as used in [1] since p~~-a2)+ < 1 +. p1-«~ < 2p~1-ai)+ 
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where (x)+ denotes max{0, x} and A(r) _ {cx : ~ i(1 — ai)+ < r}. 

p«~a~ 
log p1 nR

4~r J 
nR 

p—(nom—nR-f-1)ai 

i=1 
(p

—ai
i<j 

p
-a~) 2 

vnR,nR UnR,nZ, 

Using (2.14) and change of variables, we obtain the joint pdf of a as 

log p 1 nR
pa(a) 4~ 

nR 

i=1 
p

- (nT 
-'nR-I -1)az (p—a2 ip—a' } 2 . 

i<j 

where D = diag [p—a~ ~2, ... , p—anR ~2] . So, we have 

log p nR nR 

Pout (r log p) 

VnR,nR VnR,nZ, 

VnR ~nR

Px(UDQ)dQdU ~ da. 

pH(UDQ)dQdU, 

(220) 

pH(UDQ)dQdU, 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

Since Pout (r log p) ~ 0 as p —~ oo, and we are only interested in the p exponent of Pout, 

lim , 
p~oo log p 

thus we can make some approximations to simplify the integral. 

log Pout (r log p) 

nR 
First, the term 14 p has no effect on the p exponent, since 

nR 
log log p 

47r 
lim  = 0. 

p-~oo log p 

(223) 

(224) 

Second,. we can ignore the outer integral over the range with any ~Z < 0 when p ~ oo, and 

replace the outer integral range ,A.(r) with ,A.'(r) _ ,A.(r) (~ ~Zn+ , where 7Zn+ is the set of real 

n-vectors with nonnegative elements. To see this, notice that we can assume that ~nR < 0 

w.l.o.g., for the case with any ~Z < 0 and 

i, j 

nR

(h2 j ~ 2 = tr (Hxt) _ ~ p-ai  > p-anR , 
i=1 

thus at least for one path ~ h2~ 

(2.25) 

A 

~ p—anR~2, whose pdf can be upper bounded by an nRnT 

exponential term e—min{b2, }(~—anR max{~C3i~ }/2 
when p —~ 00, which decays with p exponentially. A 

rigorous proof is provided in Appendix A.3. 
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As we will see later, the dominant part of the outage event is different. for 0 < r < 1 and 

r > 1. While a rigorous proof is provided in the appendix, we make a heuristic calculation 

here for some intuitive explanation. 

2.3.1 Outage diversity when 0 C r < 1 

As stated before, we only need to consider ,A.' (r) . When r < 1, since outage occurs when 

~Z (1 — a2)+ < r, it is obvious that a2 > 1 — r. Thus every eigenvalue ~2 = p—«Z < p—(1—r) 

and goes to 0 as p ~ oo, which. implies (hz~ ( —~ 0 as p —~ oo. This means the outage occurs 

when all the elements of H is small, so we can use the near 0 behavior of the pdf Of H t0 

calculate the- outage .diversity: 

= p (hi j  ~ tZj 
H=UDQ z~~ 

hzj =LUDQ~zj 

(2.26) 

Notice that [UDQ]Zj is a polynomial of p, where the coefficient are function Of Q and U. The 

term with the highest order is p—anR ~2 and its corresponding coefficient is nonzero almost 

everywhere. We can approximate ~ h2 j (t2 j by p—«nR t2j /2 . 

For the polynomial in the Jacobian part, ~Z i p—(nT—nR+1)a2 • ~z< .(p—a2 _ p- aj )2, we only 

need to consider the case that c~2 's are distinct, since otherwise the integrand is zero. In this 

case, ~ p—a2 — p—aj ( is dominated by p—aj for any z < j . Therefore, we can approximate this 

polynomial by p-  ~ nR (nT-nR-I-2i—Z)ai and approximate the outage probability by: 

( g p) - p- ~Z R (nT—nR-f-2i-1)«Z p —«nR ~ Z ~ j tij I2dC~. pout r l0 
.~4' (r) 

As p ~ oa, the integral is dominated by the term with the largest p exponent: 

nR 

- inf 
«E.A.~ (r) i=1 

(nT — nR -~ 2i — 1)ai -I- an
i, j 

tz~ ~2

(227) 
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2.3.2 Outage diversity when r > 1 

First, let us consider a simple upper bound on the outage probability: 

pout (r log p) 
nR 

.A.(r) i=1 

(l~—a2 — 
p

—a~) 2 

i<j 

p— ~2 
R (nT—nR-F-22-1)cx2 dCL. 

✓-l~(r) 

UnR?nR VnR,nT 

~n.~nTdQdUd~x. 

(2.28) 

Compared with (2.27), it is obvious that this upper bound is not tight for r < 1. The reason 

is that using the upper bound KnRnT on the pdf of H ignores the fact the p~ (H} goes to 0 

when p --~ oo and r < 1. However, when r > 1, as p goes to infinity, the outage events will 

include the neighborhood of H with the structure4 U diag[0, ..., 0, a1~2 , ..., ~nR2]Q By nR lr~ -}-1 

choosing proper U,' Q and (~1~2 , ..., ~n~2), we can find that the pdf of this kind of H is nR— lr~ -}-1 

bounded away from 0. And the upper bound (2.28) is tight in the p exponent sense. Again as 

p ~ oo, the integral is dominated by the term with the largest p exponent: 

n,~ 

— inf (nT — nR -f - 2i — 1) ~x2
aE.~l' (r) i=1 

Notice the above p exponent does not depends on parameters t2 j , b2 j and ~z j , and is only 

a function of r, nR and nT . Furthermore, it is the same as that of i.i. d Rayleigh channel 

considered in [1, Theorem 4], thus the outage diversity for r > 1 is the same for all the general 

fading channel models we consider. 

Roughly summarizing, when r is small (r < 1), outage only occurs when all the elements 

of H are small so that parameters t2j take effect; When r > 1, outage still occurs when aII 

elements of H are small. But such outage events are no longer dominant, because in this case 

outage can also occur when all elements of H are bounded away from 0, which are actually the 

dominant error events because they are more probable than the case with all elements of H 

close to zero. The probability of such dominant error events does not depend on the behavior 

of the pdf of the elements of H near zero, specifically the parameters tZj, provided the pdf is 

bounded, but only depends on the Jacobian between the elements of H and the eigenvalues 
4 Lx~ is the largest integer no greater than x and ~~~ is the smallest integer no less than x. 
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of H. The Jacobian in turn only depends on the system dimensions, nT and nR, and not the 

channel statistical characteristics. 

It is Of interest t0 notice that when n~ < nT [c.f. Appendix BJ 
nR 

inf 
aE..4' (r) u

i=1 

~z,  j ~2~ — n~ -~- 2i — 1) cx2 -}- ~nR = inf ~ 2 aE.~l (r) 
2= ~. 

nR 

(nom — n~ -}- 2z — 1) ~2 j when r > 1 

.since the optimization will result in ~nR = 0 for both termes. So we can unify our result in 

the following. theorem with a proof provided in Appendix A.1. 

Theorem 1 (Outage Probability) For the MIMO channel defined in (2.1) and (22), let m = 

min{nom, nT}, and the data rate be R = r log p, with 0 ~ r ~ m. The outage probability satisfies 

where 

and 
m 

f(~ 

' —dout(r) 'out (R} = p (2.29) 

dout(r) = f (a*) = inf f (a}, (2.30) 
aEA~(r) 

(I 
~n~ ~n~ ~ 

-- nR -i- 22 — 1 ~Z --~-  i=1 j =1 i j 
~m ~ ) 2 

m 

,~1.'(r)= ~x:cxl >. ..>~ m >0, (1—cx2)+<r . 
i=1 

(2.31) 

dout(r), shown in Fig ,2.1, zs given bg the piecewise-linear ficnction connecting the points 

(1~, d* (1~)), for ~ = 0, 1, . . . , n, where 

~nR — ~~ ~nT — ~~ 

ti 

~i=1~jT1~1 + 2 

if 1~= 1, . . . ,n, 

ifk=0. 

2.4 Optimal Tradeoff Curve 

(2.32) 

The outage probability provides a lower bound on the average error probability for chan-

nel defined in (2.1), which is proved by [l, Lemma 5] for i.i.d Rayleigh fading case. Based 

on Theorem 1, this result still holds for the general channel model defined in this paper. For 

convenience; we restate it as follows without proof: 
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'~, (0, n~nT } 

_ ~~ 

`. 
0 

p  Rayleigh 
-~ - General fading with t > 0 

(1, (nT ~)(nR-1) 

(r, (nT-r)(nR-r) 

Spatial Multiplexing Gain r=R/log p 

(min{nR,nT},0} 

Figure 2.1 Outage diversity for Rayleigh and General Fading 

Lemma 1 (Outage Bound)~I~ For the channel defined in (2.1) and (22), let the data rate be 

scaled as R = r log p. For any coding scheme, the average error probability is lower-bounded as 

—dout(r) Pe (p)~p 

where dout(r) is defined in (2.30). 

(2.33) 

With Lemma 1 providing a lower bound on the average error probability, to obtain the p 

exponent of Pe7 we only need to derive an upper bound on ,Pe (a lower bound on the optimal 

diversity gain) . 

Consider at data rate R = r log p, 

pe(P) =1'out(R)P(error~outage) + P(error, no outage) 
(2.34) 

~Pout(R) -i- P(error, no outage). 

By choosing the input to be the random code from the i.i.d Gaussian ensemble, the second 

term in (2.34) can be upper-bounded via a union bound [1]: 

> g )~ p« a p 
min{nR,aT} +— da, P(error no outa e < O —l«2=1 (1—a2) "'~ (2.35) 

A~~r) 

where ,A°(r) is.the complementary set of A(r). 
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Using the similar argument used in the outage probability, we can change the integral 

region to ,~t.~(r) n Rmin{n~,nT}~ and approximate p exponent of the integral,which is stated in 

the following lemma. 

Lemma 2 For the MIMO channel defined in (2.1) and (2.2), let m =min{nR, nT}, and the 

data rate be R = r log p; with 0 ~ r ~ n. The average error probability when no channel outage 

occurs satisfies: 

where 

and 

—~G Cr) P (error, no outage) < p , 

dG (r) = dG (r, cx*) = inf + dG (r, ~x), 
~xE.Q~ (r) n ~m 

dG(r, a) _ ~(2i — 1-I- ~nT — nRI ~az ~- ~2~ t2~  cxm -!- l 
i=1 i=1 

m 

~c(r) 
~m = a:~x1 >. ..>c~,-12 >0, (1—c~i)~>r 

i=1 

It can be verified that [c.f. [1, Section IV A]] when l > nT -}- n~ — l -{- ~i,~ tip /2, dG (r) agrees 

with dout~(r) ; when l < nT -}- n~ — 1-I- ~i,~ tip /2, dG (r) =dour (r) for m — ~1 < r < m, while 

dG(r) is linear with slope —1 and is strictly below dour (r) for 0 < r < m — 1~1, where 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

—Ctii~+ -1'1~ 

(2.38) 

kl =min { ~l — (nR 2 nTI — 1~ ,min{nR, nT} — 1 } . 
l J 

(2.39) 

For convenience, we call a system with nT transmit, nR receive antennas, and a block 

length. l as an (nT, nR, l) system. Combining the results from Theorem 1, Lemma 1, and 

Lemma 2, we can see that given a multiplexing gain r, the optimal diversity gain is bounded 

by min{dG (r), dour (r) } < d* (r) < dour (r) • Whether the optimal tradeoff curve d* (r) can 

be exactly characterized depends on the relation among nT, nR, l and tip as we conclude 

in Theorem 2 and Theorem 3. 

Theorem 2 For an (nT, nR, l) sgstem with independent and regular fading patties and l 

nT -}- nR — 1 -E- ~i~~ tip /2, the optimal tradeo~ ff curve d* (r) is given bg the piecewzse-linear 
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function connecting the points (I~, d* (~)), ~ = 0, 1, ...,min{nR, n~}, where 

~nR — k) ~nT — ~~ 

~l+ t
nR nT 
i=1 j=1 

if ~ = 1, . . . ,min{nom, nT}, 
d*(I~) _ (2.40) 

nR nT i j 
i=1 j=1 2 ) ifk=0. 

In particular, the maximum diversitg gain dm~ _ ~n ~ ~ nT1(1 -F- t2) and the maximum .~—
multiplexing gain rm~ =min{nom, nT}. 

Theorem 3 For an (nT, nR, l) system with independent and regular fading pathes and l G 

nT -I- nR — 1 ~- ~ Z ~ t2j /2, the optimal tradeoff curve d* (r) is upper bounded by dout(r) and lower 

bounded by dG(r). With 1~1 provided by eq. (x.39), for min{nR, nT} — kl < r ~ min{nR, nT}, 

dG(r) agrees with the upper bound dout(r) ;For 0 ~ r ~ min{nR, nT} —1~1, dG(r) is linear with 

slope —1 and is strictly below dout(r)• 

Remark: It is interesting to notice that the optimal tradeoff curve (or bounds) only depends 

on parameter t2 j  and not on b2 j , ~2 j and K. 

As an example, in Figs. 2.2 — 2.4, tradeoff curves are plotted for systems with n~ = nT = 4, 

i.i.d Nakagami-m fading (m = 1.5) and block length l = 1,10,15, compared with the curves 

for i.i.d Rayleigh case. As indicated by Fig. 2.2, when the block length is short for both 

Nakagami-m and Rayleigh cases, their lower bounds are the same but Nakagami-m case yields 

a higher upper bound; When block length is long enough for Rayleigh case but still short for 

Nakagami-m case, the upper and lower bounds for Rayleigh case are exactly the same while 

the lower bound of Nakagami-m case is no less than that of Rayleigh case as -shown in Fig. 2.3. 

Fig. 2.4 illustrates the tradeoff curves when the block length is long for both cases. The upper 

and lower bounds for either of the two channels are identical, thus exactly characterize the 

channel. We observe that, although the Nakagami-m case has a higher tradeoff curve when 

0 < r < 1, it yields the same result when r > 1 as the Rayleigh case. In general, different 

fading models only affect the first segment of the optimal tradeoff curve (or bounds), compared. 

with the results in [1] . 
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Figure 2.2 The bounds of optimal tradeoff curves fora (4, 4, 1) system 
over Rayleigh. and Nakagami-m (m = 1.5) fading channels 
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Figure 2.3 The bounds of optimal tradeoff curves fora (4, 4, 10) system 
over Rayleigh and Nakagami-m (m = 1.5} fading channels 
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CHAPTER 3. Extensions 

In previous section, we derive the DMT result for independent channel model. Based on the. 

techniques we have use, we are ready to extend our result to some more general and practical 

models . 

3.1 Effect of Correlation 

We will study the DMT of a correlated MIMO channel. in this section. Suppose that the 

channel matrix H can be decoupled as ~1H~2, where H has independent and regular entries, 

~]~ and ~2 are the covariance matrices at the receiver and the transmitter, respectively, both 

of full rank. 

First, let us consider a special case, where ~l and ~2 are unitary matrices. By (2.14), 
~~t 

the distribution of the eigenvalues of HHt and that of HH are the same. Thus those two 

channels yield the same DMT. 

Second, let us consider another special case where ~ 1 and ~2 are diagonal matrices with 

positive elements on the diagonal. It is easy to see that the elements of H are still independent. 

The pdf's of elements of H share the same parameters as those of [H]2~ except that the variance 

SZ's are_ re-scaled, which has no effect on the tradeoff as long as it is a positive constant. Thus 

H and [H]2~ yield the same tradeoff. 

Finally, for arbitrary full-rank covariance matrices ~ 1 and ~2, we can do the eigenvalue 

decomposition of both matrices and get H = ~1-~~2 = U1~1 U1-H~2-~2U2 . Based On the 

discussions of previous two special cases, it is straightforward to prove the following corollary: 

Corollary 1 Suppose that the channel matrix H can be decoupled as ~1H~2, where H has 

independent and regular entries, ~~ and ~2 are the covariance matrices at the receiver and the 
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transmitter, respectively, both of full rank. Then dout(r) and dG(r) of this channel are the same 

as those of a MIMO system with channel H. The optimal DMT curve (or bounds) for channel 

H is the same as that for H, which can be characterized using Theorem 2 and Theorem 3. 

3.2 Ef.~ect of Channel Mean 

In Table 2.1, the only model with anon-zero channel mean is the Rician channel. For both 

Rayleigh and Rician channels, the parameter t2~ is 0. Therefore, for a fading coefficient h2~ 

with complex Gaussian distribution, its channel mean will not affect the optimal tradeoff. 

For other models where t2~ ~ 0, adding a channel mean H, i.e., H = H -i- H, where H has 

independent and regular entries, results in the pdf of the fading coefficient h2~ as 

2,~ 

N 

It is obvious that the near oo behavior of the pdf of h2~ is the same as that of h2~, i.e. as 

h) --~ oo, p . . (h = O e_b2~ I~l~Z~ ). Also p , . (h) is bounded by K. But the near 0 behavior of ~ h2~ ) ( h2, 

h2~'s pdf is the near — [H]Z~ behavior of h2~'s pdf, which the DMT result of channel H depends 

on. 

Let us associate (p(•), h) with a channel, where h is the channel mean and p(•) is the pdf 

of the channel subtract the channel mean. We call a channel strictly regular if 

1. p(•) satisfies the three regular conditions, 

2. if h ~ 0, when ~h + h~ —~ 0, p(h) = O(1). 

Notice when h ~ 0, a strictly regular channel is equivalent to a zero-mean complex gaussian 

channel (recall that its paramter t = 0) from a DMT's point of view, which means that the 

non-zero will benon-beneficial to the DMT result. In summary, we have the following corollary. 

Corollary 2 Suppose that the channel matrix H has independent and strictly regular entries. 

Denote H = E{H} and H = H — H. Then dout(r) and dG(r) of channel H are the same as 

those of a MIMO system with channel matrix B with independent elements such that: 

• If HZ~ ~ 0, BZ~ has a zero mean complex Gaussian distribution; 
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• if HZ~ = o, BZ~ has the same distribution as H Z~ . 

The optimal diversity and multiplexing tradeoff (or bounds) for channel H is the same as that 

for B, which can be characterized using Theorem 2 and Theorem 3. 

We remark that for channels that are not strictly regular, the presence of a non-zero channel 

mean may be beneficial. 

3.3 Effect of Combination of Channel Mean and Channel Correlation 

In fact vc~e can generalize the result in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2 in one corollary. The 

proof is similar thus omitted here. 

Corollary 3 Suppose that the channel matrix H has the form of H = E1HE2, where El and 

E2 are the covariance matrices at the receiver and the transmitter, respectively, both of full 

rank; .H has independent and strictly regular entries. Then dout(r) and dG(r) of channel H 

are the same as those of a MIMO system with channel matrix .H, which can be calculated via 

Corollary 2. 
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CHAPTER 4. Conclusions 

In this thesis, we derived the optimal multiplexing diversity tradeoff for general MIMO 

fading channels,. which include different fading types as special cases. We also treated channels 

with non-identical fading distributions, spatial correlation, and non-zero channel means. 

Our approach is based on the joint pdf of the eigenvalues of the Gram matrix of the channel 

which is the mathematical foot stone to determine the DMT. It is available in a simple and 

nice form [1, eq.(10)] under i.i.d Rayleigh channel assumption. Although a closed form is hard 

to derive for other fading types, we show that it is still possible to characterize this pdf in the 

high SNR regime to derive the DMT. Roughly speaking, if the joint pdf of the eigenvalues can 

be well approximated by a polynomial near zeros and as exponential near infinity, the DMT 

can be computed explicitly, which we believe is novel according to the literature we have. 

The order of this polynomial approximation depends on the near-zero behavior of the specific 

channel model we choose, to which different DMT results are attributed. 

We showed that fora (nR, nT, l) system with nR receive antennas, nT transmit antennas, 

and encoding block length 1, the optimal tradeoff is determined by a set of parameters t2~ , 

z E ~[1, nR], j E [1, nT], one for each fading path, describing the near-zero (or deep-fade} 

behavior of the probability density function of the fading path. The i.i.d Rayleigh fading 

case considered in [1] corresponds to t2~ = 0, di, j . Compared with the results in [1] for 

i.i.d. Rayleigh channels, the optimal tradeoff in the general case may be different only on 

first segment, i.e. for multiplexing gain r ~ [0, 1), which suggests that for r > 1, the optimal 

tradeoff depends _only on the MIMO system array structure, rather than the channel fading 

types. We proved that under certain full-rank assumptions spatial correlation has no effect on 

the optimal tradeoff. We discussed the channel mean effect from a DMT point's of view, and 
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also argued that non-zero channel means are not beneficial for multiplexing-diversity tradeoff 

for some fading types. 

Since we only require the near zero and near infinity behavior of the channel. pdf with 

the bounded condition satisfied, any new practical channel model is relatively easy to check 

whether it falls within the-. category we have considered. With. the assist of our result and 

the mathematical techniques we have developed, it is now possible to compare different space 

time schemes under a unified framework for not only i.i.d Rayleigh channel but a much more 

generalized fading models while the optimal DST result we have derived in the paper can serve 

as a benchmark. our new DMT results may also facilitate a more comprehensive understanding 

of the limiting performance of MIMo systems under generalized. fading conditions. 
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APPENDIX A. Proofs 

A.1 Proof of Theorem 1 

Without loss of generality, we assume that nR < nom. Let ,A.'(r) _ ,A.(r) (~ ~ n R 

~Z 1(1— c~2) ~ < r } . Recall that, 

pout (r log p) 
nR 

"_ p
-'(nT-nR-I-1)a2 Cp-az -- 

p
-a~ )2 

v nR ~nR 

A.1.1 Outage diversity when 0 < r < 1 

UnR ~nT

{a 

pH(UDQ)dQdU da. 

(A.1) 

Notice that when r < 1, ̀ da E ,,4'(r), since ~ Z(1— c~2)+ C r, it is obvious that d2, l — ~Z C r, 

thus ~Z = p—a2 < p— ~ 1--r) . Therefore for every element of H, (h2j ~ 2 < tr (HH~) _ ~Z i p--a2 

n~ p— ~ 1--r) . Asp--} oo, ~ h2 j (~ 0, so we can use the near 0 b ehavior Of ph , . (•) . 
a~ 

Pout (r log p) 

nR 
p-(nT-nR-I-1)a2 (p-ai - p-aj )2 

Define 

A.1.1.1 upper bound 

nR nT

~ [UDQ]Zj ~ti' dQdU dcx. 
vnR,nR VnR,nT i=1 j=1 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

Since U and Q are unitary matrices, their elements are bounded by 1. Notice [UDQ]Z~ is 

just a polynomial of p with the highest order —anRl2, therefore there exits a positive constant 
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Nl such that g (a, p, U, Q, i, j) < Nl p- anR ~2 . Thus we can upper bound the outage probability 

as: 

pout (r log p) 

nR 
_(nTrnR+1}az p 

- .~(a) p dux. 
-a~ (r) 

where 
nR 

i=1 

nR nT 
i p
~'2R~?zR ~nR~nT 2=1 j=2 

(nT - nR -I- 2i - 1)ai -I- a n

Following .the same argument used to prove [1, (44)], we obtain 

where a* = arginf A~(,.) f (a)• 

A.1.1.2 Lower bound 

For any b > 0, define 

FOr any 0 < E < 2 max nR,nT ~ define { } 

~nR ~nT CE) Q E CnR X nT 

unR~nR (E) = U E CnR XnR

: QQ fi = 1 nR , 

UUfi = I nR , 

2,~ 

_anR 
~Z~~ t2~ ~2dQdU 

~~Q~rzrz~~ % E~~ - 

~U]:aR E, 

1, ., 

- 1, ..., 

nT } , 

nR}~ 

dux 

(A.4) 

(A.5) 

(A.6) 

Given Q E 2nR,nT (E) and U E 1~lnR,nR (E), the amplitude of the coefficient of p-anR ~2 in the 

expansion of g(c~, p, U, Q, i, j) can be lower bounded by E2. 

Given ~ E ~S(s), we could lower bound g(cx, p, U, Q, i, j) as: 

n~-Z 
p-a2~2 > p-an~~2 (E2 - n~ • p- &~2), when p > 1. (A.9) 

2=~ 

It is true that dS > 0, E2 - nR p-S~2 > 0, when p > n~ 2/S . 
E .~ 
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Now, we can construct a lower bound on Pout (r log p) 

Pout (r log p) 
nR 

u nR ~nR (E} 

=(1 — p s) 

CL~~I CL~Q CL~(x 
~nR,n~ (E} 

2 _nR 2 — _g~2 ~z~j t2j ~2
E nR • p 

[c.f. Lemma 4 in Appendix A2] 

= p-  f(a> dc~ 
.,4~(r) n  s(b} 

=p 

~ij tij 
• ~p 2 a 'zR 2 —~~2 ~Z~~ t2~ ~2

— nR'p 

(A.10) 

By the continuity of f (•), infJq~(T) ns(s) f (a) approaches f (a*) as S -3 0. Based on the upper 

and lower bounds we have constructed, we have 

-Pout (r log p) = p—dour (r) ~ 

where dout(r) is defined in (2.30). 

A.1.2 Outage diversity when r > 1 

A.1.2.1 Upper bound 

(A.11) 

Notice that since ph2~ (•) is bounded by K. It is straightforward to obtain an upper bound 

on Po„t (r log p) 

Pout (r log p} 
nR 

p-(nT —nR- l-1}ai 
Cp

—ai

i<j 

p — ~
nR (nT —n,R-}-2i-1}a2 dC~ 

~' (r) 

p
—aj)2 

UnR ~nR UnR,nZ-, 
KnRnT dQdUdc~. 

where f'(a) _ ~Zi(nT — nR + 2i — 1)ai and a* = arginfyq~~,.~ f'(a). 

(A.12) 
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A.1.2.2 lower bound 

We have assumed that the entries of H are independent and regular. For each value of 

r E [1, nR), we could find a channel realization Ho(r}, two positive numbers ~ and w, both 

depending on r, such that Ho(r) is of rank LrJ and dH in the neighbor hood of Ho(r), i.e. 

(H — Ho(r~ I ~F < ~, its pdf is lower bounded by w, i.e. pH(H) > w. To see this, notice that we 

can find a rank Lr~ matrix H(r) with non-zero elements, and Ho(r) = aH(r) is also of rank 

LrJ where a is a positive number. Thus we can make a arbitrarily small so that we can use the 

near 0 behavior of the channel to get the lower bound w. 1

The singular value decomposition of Ho(r) is Ho(r) = Uo(r)Do(r)Qo(r). Since Ho(r) is of 

rank lr~, [Do(r)]22 = 0, for 1 < i ~ nR — Lr~ and [Do(r)]22 > 0, for nR — lr~ -}-1 ~ i ~ nR. Also 

we can consider the Ho(r) with distinct positive singular values2. 

Define 

~t1o ~r)~x~ _ {TI : U E vnR>n~t~ ~~U — UpIr~I IF G x}~ 

~Qo~r)~x~ — lQ ' Q E Unx,nT~ ~~Q — UO\r~~~F < ~}~ 

C(Do(r), p, x) = a 
p—a2 C x, 1 ~ 2 ~ nR — lr~ ; 

[Do (r)]22 < p—a2 < [Do (r}]22 ~ ~, nR — ~r~ + 1 < z nR. 

(A.13) 
3 

By the continuity of Frobenius norm, there exits a positive number x, which depends on 

~ such that bU E ,~iUo~r~ (x), b'Q E XiQo~,.~ (x) and da E C(Do(r), p, x), ~ (UDQ — Ho(r) ~ ~F < ~ 

(recall that D = diag[p—al/2~ ~ p  «nR /2~~ 

Since [Do (r)]ZZ's are different when i ~ nR — ~r~ -I-1, we can make x small enough such that 

da E C(Do(r), p, x), ~p ai _ p'a~ ~ > ~ for nR — ~r~ + 1 ~ i < j ~ nR and x < [Do(r)]~~, for 

nR—~rJ+1~j~nR. 
~ Here we just use the near-zero behavior to find Ho (r) , but actually, we only require that for. each integer 

r, we can find a channel matrix realization Ho (r) such that Ho (r} has rank r and a neighborhood in which the 
pdf of every matrix can be lower bounded by a positive number. 

~A Ho(r) with repeated singular values will also be enough for our proof. We can construct non-overlapping 
intervals of the largest ~r~ eigenvalues in set C(Do (r), p, x) to get a lower bound. 

3It is possible that some a 2 are negative, but as p —~ oo, those c~2 -~ 0 so it is not contradictionay to our 
claim that we can focus on ,A.' (r) instead of .~.(r) . 
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So for a E S(8, r) (~ C(Do(r), p, x), we can handle the term ~ Z~~ ~p—«z — p  a~ I2 in the 

following way: 

~p-a2 — 
p

-a~ ~2 

i<j 

~ — —S —a~ 2 2 — 2 (1 p )p x ([Do]jj ~) 
1 <i<j <nR-LrJ nR- Lr~ -I-1<i<j ~nR i<nR- lr~ <j 

nR-LrJ 2 
> ~p-(2~-2)a~ 1 - ~p- ~ ~ 2i 

j=1 1<i<j<nR-LrJ nR-LrJ--~-1<i<j<nR 

i<nR—LrJ<j 

Only the first term ~nR—LrJ p-(2j-2)aj affects the p exponent. The other terms can be ~ ~ 

viewed as constants and removed in the following calculations. 

Notice that our choice of x and S does not depend on p. 

For fixed x, any b > 0 and p large enough, we have (log x/ log p~ < ~, and ~ log([Do]i2 -}- 

~)/ log p~ < b, for nR — lr~ -{-1 < z < nR. 

It follows that when p is large enough, we have ,,4.0 (r, S) C .A.(r) (~ C(Do (r), p, x) n  s(b, r), 
where4

nR — ~r~ 
.Ao(r, s) ={aiR— ~T~ : ~ (1 — cx2)+ < r — LrJ (1 + s)} 

i=1 

{cxnR—LrJ : cxl 1 

and aq = {cx~, cx2., ..., cxq}. 

. . . 

4If r is an .integer, We can use continuity to get dour (r} . 

~nR— LrJ ~ ~~ (~2 — Cx j (> S}, 

(A.14) 

(A.15) 
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Then the lower bound of Pout (r log p) can be constructed as: 

P(r log p) 
nR 

~Cr) (1 CCDoCr)~P~x) 2=~ 

W LL 

—Cn~
—nR-I-1)a2 (p—a2 — 

p—a~ I2 

2 <,~ 

dU dQ dcx 
13Uo (x) ,t3Qo (x) 

n~ 

• p—Cn~ —nR+1}a2 Ip—az p—aj

[c.f. Lemma 3 in Appendix A.2] 
nR— Lr~ 

p 
~Cr) (1 ~CDoCr)~p,x) (1 sCb~r) 2=1 

n~—Lr~ 
. -

CnT -nR+1)ai p ~Zd~l . . . d~xnR_ lr~ 

p-(nT-nR-}-2i)a2 d~xz ~ 
Z_nR_ 1r~+1 — logp([Do(r}]22+x) 

' - ~nR-  ~'rJ (nT—nR-I-2i-1)ai dCx p Z_~ 1 . . 
X40 (r, S) 

Where 

d~xnR— Lr~ 

(2dc~, 

nR 

i=nR — Lr~ -f-1 

nR 
[Do (r)]Z2 ~ x n~—nR+2i logy ([Do (r)]z2) 

i=nR— ~r~ -{-1 [Do (r)]i2 

p—.fr(a) dal . 
,Qo (r~ a) 

. . d~xnR_ Lr~ 

nR — ~rJ 

fr~~~ — ~ ~nT — nR -f- 2i — l~ai. 
i=1 

So the lower bound of outage probability is 

P(r IOg p) > p— infAo(s)(r) f r ~a) ~ ~(~ > 0 

p—Cn~—nR+l}ai da 

(A.16) 

(A.17) 

(A.18) 

By the continuity of f r (•), inf,QoCr~b) f r (c~) approaches inf~o(r,o) ~r(c~) as S —~ 0. The upper 

bound and lower bounds we have obtained for r > 1 case turns out to be two simple optimiza-

tion problems. It is easy to show that the diversity of those two bounds are the same, which 

can be further shown to be a simple curve dour (r) defined by (2.30) . 
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A.2 Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 

Lemma 3 Define the.. topological metric/distance in the complex Stiefel manifold U,n,n as 

d~Qi, R2~ — IIQl — Q2I IFS .for Rig Qa E Vm~n . 

~IQp E Um~n and b'r > 0, the volume of a ball centered at Qo with radius r is always positive. 

i.e., 

dQ>0 
d~Q>Qo)~T 

Proof.• First, due to the invariant property of dQ, the volume does not depend on the 

center of the ball. Second, when the distance is defined as the geodesic distance instead, a 

positive lower bound of the volume of a ball is given in [27, (42)—(46)]. Finally, the distances 

under these two definitions are locally equivalent [27, (21)], which completes the proof. 

Lemma 4 For ang 0 < E < 2 max n  n ~ define 
{ R~ T} 

27LR~nT ( E) — 

u nR~nR \ E) 

Then 

Q E CnR X nT QQ~ =I nR , 

U E CnR xnR : UUt =I nR , 

~nR,nT (E) 

dQ > 0, 
u '2R~nR CE) 

(A.19) 

dU > 0. (A20) 

Proo : We can find a U E Vn whose last column is [  1 1 
f 0 R,nR nR , nR , ..., ~ ] T . Thus nR 

for any 0 < E <   1   , we can construct a ball BUo (x) ~ centered at Uo with sufficient 
2~max{nR,nT} 

small radius 0 < x < E, such that BUo (x) is a subset of Z~fnR,nR (E) . To see this., bU E Bu, 

~~Uo —U~~F <r. Thus,for0<r<E, 1<i<nR 

r ~ I [UO]inR — 
[U]inR ~ ~ I [UO]inR I I [U]inR ~ ~ 2E — 

([U ]ZnR I ~ (A.21) 

then We have ~ [U]ZnR ~ > 2E — r' > E, i.e., U E 7~lnR,,-LR (E) . Since BUo (x} C u nRsnR (E), by Lemma 3, 

f dU > 0. Similarly f dQ > 0. ~ 
unR,nR (E) 2nR,nT ~E) 
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A:3 Discussion on ignoring negative cxi

Let us first partition the outage set A(r) in the following way: 

rz -1 

Air, - A~~r, U ~A~r> nY~9) 
q=1 

(A.22) 

where 13q = {c~ cxl, ..., ~q > 0 > aq+1 > • • • > ~nR }. Notice that ~o is the set in which 

dZ, ~Z < 0 and ,A. (r) (~ ~o = ~ . 

To ignore the integration over the region other than ,,4' (r), we need to show that: 

Notice 

C{a . 

C(q, r) 

2= 

f 1~«~~~da~~ f 7~a~a)da~ ~A.23) 
A(r) (~Xiy 

nR 
_ ~i)+ < r - (nR - q) + air 

i=q-{-1 

C~1, ..., GL'q ~ 0, C~ (xl, ..., Coq ~ 0 > (xq..}.1 ~ . . . ~ U:nR I 

— a2)+ < r — ~nx — q) 
i=1 

(xl, ..., CL'q ~ 0, GL CL'l, ..., Clq ~ 0 > CL'q+.l ~ . . . ~ 
~nR 

When r < nr -- q, C (q, r) _ ~, it is trivial that ~~ r ~ pa (~x) dc~) < f~, r pa (cx) dc~, ( )n q ( ) 
When r > nr — q, we have 

~(r) n z~q
p«(a)da) 

< pa (a) dcx 
C(r,q) 

p - ~ q 1(nT -nR-I-2i-1)a2 

C(r,q) 

'zR ~ij ~ij 

p— ~2=q+1(nT—nR+22-1)a2 2 anRp~(UDQ)dQdU dcx 
_ UnR,nR UnR,nT 

(A24) 

(A25) 

Choose a sufficient large M, such that when ~h~ > M, dz, j, p , . < O(e—bij ~h~~2~ , i.e. the h2~ (h) ) 

near oo behavior takes effect . 
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If N—anR > M.~/nRnT, _notice tr(HH~) > ~2 q +l p- `~i, there exist i, j such that ~h~2~ 

nRnT !~ q -i-1 p
—a2 > M, thus the pdf of this hZj can be upper bounded by an exponential 

function.. Define b = min2 ~ b2 ~, ,Q = max2 ~ ,c32 ~ . This pdf can be upper bounded by O (e-b~~~a) . ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Since (~n~ a2 ~/2 > ~ nR - a21~12 this pdf can be further upper bounded by i—q-{-~ l~ } nR ~i=q-f-1 l~ ~ 

0 e-b~ ~2 q+l P-a2 ~'  where b' = b  and ' = 2. we can use K to upper bound the 
nR nT,C3/ 2

pdf of each other elements in H 

0>C~q_}..1 >...>anR VnR,nR J VnR,nZ, 

dcxq~1 . . . d(xnR 
n ~ 

- ~n ~+~ (7L7' - 7LR - ~- 22 - 1)Cx2 -  22 t2j  CxnR  O 
e_b~ ['~ Z ~ -I-1 p -a2 ' 

dLL p ( jJ ) q+l 
0>aq_{..1 >...>anR 

- ~nR 1 (nT -nR-I-2i-1) a2 ~ Z 2  ~~3 anR p q+ pH(UDQ)dQdU 

dQdU 
VnR ~nR UnR ~nT

<M1 where Ml is a positive number and does not depend on p 

. . dinR 

(A26) 

If p-anR < M.~/nRnT, then we use KnRnT to upper bound. p~(UDQ) and use ( n  )~ to 
R 

Tc~ 
- ~ n~ 1 (nT—nR-}-2i-I)cx2- ~ 22~2~ cxnR = nR _ _ Lij t2~ upper bound p q+ , where ~ ~z_q-E-1(nT nR -}- 22 1) -E- 2 

0>txq.~I >...~anR ~_ )l log P 

- ~nR  1(nT -n .R-4-2i-1)CL'i ~ Z 2  ~Z~ GY'ZRp =q+ p~(UDQ)dQdU 
VnR ~nR V'zR ~7ZT

daq+l...danR 

~ (log(M~/nRnT) nft- 9'-f-1  M
 y nRnT 

log P ) ~ ~ nRnT  J K 

dQdU 
J v n~~nR J VnR,n~, 

log M2 nR-q-I-1 
where X12 is a positive number and does not depend on p 

log p 

(A27) 
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Based on (A25), we have: 

p«(a)da) 
A(r) (~ X39

C~Ml +flog M2~nR-9-F11 
log p ~ 

p -  ~~=1(n~'-nR-4-2i-1)a2 CL~C~l . . . d~q
~+ 

- ~q (nom-nR-}-2i-1)a2 
p Z-~ d~1... d~q

- inf~q(1-a2)+<r—(?zR-q)~«1>...>«q>o ~~ 1(nT-nR-}-22-1)az 
—p Z 

- infA~(r} ~Z R 
(nT - nR-~-2i -1)a2-~- X22 t2~ cxnR p 

~ p —~out (r) 

(A.28) 

Based on the discussions above, we can always ignore the region, ,A (r) (~ 13q, 0 ~ q ~ nR —1 

and only consider .A'(r). 
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APPENDIX B. .Linear Optimization Problem 

Though the optimization result for i.i.d Rayleigh case is .given in [1] which is similar to the 

general case, we make aself-contained derivation here for completeness. As we have discussed 

before, we only need to consider the case nR < nT since the result of the other case is just an 

exchange in n~ and nR. Therefore, the optimization problem we face in the thesis is of the 

form: 

nR 

where 

c2 
R ~ 

inf f (a) _ 

s.~t. 

i=1 
nR 

i=1 

c2 ~Z 

Cx1 ~(x2~Gl nR ~0 

nT—nR-}-2i-1 1 <i<n R -1 

~ n  1 ~ n  I t29 
Z=nR 

X8.2) 

Notice we assume t2~ > 0, we have 0 < c2 < • • • C c,-LR . And there is no benefit to make any 

~Z > 1, since replace this with ~Z > 1 will always yield as smaller f (c~) . Thus the optimization 

problem is equivalent to: 

nR

min f (a~ _ ~ ciai 
i=1 

nR

s.t. c~2 > n — r 
i=1 

1 > Cx1 ~ a2 ~~nR> 0

~B.s~ 
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Do the following change of variables: 

~2 ~2-~-Z 

~2 
- 

a nR 

b2 = 
2 

i=1 

The optimization problem now changes to: 

min 

s. 

1<zCnR -1

2=nR 

b2 ~Z 

z,C32 > n — r 

~Z C 1 

~8.4~ 

X8.5) 

i=1 

~i > 0 

The benefit of changing ~Z to ~z is that there is no ordering among ~32 's, which makes the 

optimization problem easier to solve. After some algebra, we .get.: 

(nT — nR~i -~ i2 1 ~ i ~ nR — 1 
bz = (B.6) 

nTnR -~ T i = nR 

where T = ~2~ t2~ 
2 

One useful properties of b2 's is: 

bl b2 bnR O C C • ••- C • • • C 
1 z n~ 

~s.7) 

The constrain area of ~32 's is a polyhedron in nR-dimension vector space. And the objective 

function is a plane in this vector space. Thus the optimal point should be one of the vertexes 

of this polyhedron. 

The vertexes are the points obtained by the following procedure: 

1. First Find : For each 1 C q < nR, the intersection point of line ~z = 0, z ~ q and plane 

q,C3q = n~ — r,if ~q = n 
q 

r C 1, i.e. q > nR — r which gives the value of the objective 
. 

b 
. . 

function as: ,f = q (nom — r} 
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2. ,S'econd land : For each 1 < q C nR, the intersection point of .Line ,C32 = 0, z ~ q and plane 

,C3q = 1, if q > nR - r which give the value of the objective function as: f = bq

3. Third bind : For each pair of p and q such that 1 < p < q < nR, the intersection point 

of plane ~z = 0, i ~ p and i ~ q, plane p~3p -}- p,Qp = n -rand plane ,~3p -}- ,Qq = 1, if 

,C3p = q-(nR-r) > 0 and ,Qq = (nR 
-
r}-p 

> 0, i.e. p C nR - r and q > n~ - r, which give 
q p q p 

the value of the objective function as: f = by q-(nR —r) + bq (n,~-r)-p 
q—p q—p 

Since if q > nR - r, b~ (nR - r) < bq, the vertexes of the second kind will always not be the q 
solution. 

Let us first ignore the case when r is an integer, which can be obtained by continuity. If 

we could find p < nR - r C q, notice. 

b q-(nR-r) -I-b 
~nR-r)-p 

p q _ p q q _ p

=bq(nR-r)-~-~p — q~~q — lnR — r)) 

q ~q - p~~p42

qq (nR - r) since ~ < qq

Thus, if there exits p < n~ - r < q, then the vertexes of the first kind will always not be the 

solution. 

Also, define g(p, q) = by q-(nR-r) -I- bq (nR-r)-p, it is easy to check that ag(~'q) < 0 and q—p q—p ap 

ag(p'q) > 0, which means we should choose both p and q as close to nR - r as possible to ap 

minimize the objective function. 

When nR -1 < r < nR, 0 < nR - r G 1, we only need to consider the vertexes of the first 

kind. Therefore, .the minimum objective function value is bl(nR - 1) _ (nT - nR + 1)(n - r). 

Thus the corresponding a and do„t (r} is: 

When m < r < 

nR-r i=1 
a2 = 

0 i>1 

dour (r) _ (nT - nR -I- 1) (n - r) 

m -I- 1, where m is an integer and 0 ~ m G nR - 1, in this case we 

have nR - 1 - m < nR - r < nR - m, the vertex we should choose is of the third kind with 
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p = nR-1—m and q = nR—m and the minimum objective function is bp(r—m)-I-bq (m~--1—r~~ _ 

bq — (bq — bp)(r — m) = bq — cq(r — m). Thus the corresponding a and dout (r) is: 

~Z - 

i < n~—m— 1 

-I-1—r i=nom—m 

2>nR—m 

bout (r) = bnR-m — ~R - m \~ — m) 

A key observation here is that a2 = 0 when z > nR — ~r~ -}- 1, which means: 

inf 

under the constrain 

and 

i 1 

respectively. 

nR 

c2 cx2 =inf 
i=1 

nR— Lr~ 

Ci ~i 
i=1 

1 >. . .~ ~xn =0 

(B.11) 
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